
During my Erasmus exchange, I took three important courses: DESARROLLO DE 
APLICACIONES PARA CIENCIA DE DATOS, COMPUTACIÓN EN LA NUBE, and 
PROGRAMACIÓN DE APLICACIONES MÓVILES NATIVAS. These courses not only 
deepened my understanding of cutting-edge web development trends but also 
equipped me with practical skills that have significantly enriched my professional 
profile. The comprehensive and hands-on nature of the course content has proven to 
be a valuable addition to my CV.

A significant part of my academic experience was building connections with the 
professors and teachers of these subjects. This networking was crucial for me at this 
point in my career, providing insights, mentorship, and potential collaboration 
opportunities. Connecting with professionals in the field broadened my perspective 
and gave me a solid foundation for my future endeavors.

In addition to these courses, I enrolled in EMPRENDIMIENTO Y CREACIÓN DE 
EMPRESAS DE BASE TECNOLÓGICA, which provided a comprehensive overview 
of the requirements for becoming an entrepreneur. Although my immediate career 
goal does not involve entrepreneurship, this subject offered valuable insights for the 
long term. It highlighted the essential skills and knowledge needed for establishing 
and running a technology-based business, making it a viable option for future 
consideration.

I also took a German language course, specifically German B1 as part of the degree 
intended for interpreters. Unfortunately, I didn't pass the course, since its content was 
very dense, and my initial level was not the same of the othes, but the experience 
was still valuable for my overall language proficiency.

Beyond academics, my time in Gran Canaria offered a rich cultural and geographical 
experience. Exploring the island revealed enchanting hiking trails, striking a good 
balance between academics and leisure. The island's diverse landscapes, from the 
Dunas de Maspalomas to the iconic Roque Nublo, added a unique dimension to my 
overall Erasmus journey. The Dunas de Maspalomas, with its golden sand dunes 
stretching, offered a surreal setting for relaxation and exploration. Roque Nublo, a 
towering volcanic rock, became a symbol of the island's geological wonders, and the 
hike to its summit provided breathtaking panoramic views.

One of the highlights was an extended excursion with the Marine Science students, 
where we embarked on a boat journey along the coastal borders. This experience 
went beyond the classroom, allowing us to explore the depths of the ocean, 
understand marine ecosystems, and witness the island's geological history firsthand.

Engaging in various social activities allowed me to fully immerse myself in the local 
culture, enjoying the splendid weather, ocean, and beaches. Personally, I embraced 
the opportunity to take surf classes, managing to stand up on the board—an 
achievement that added a thrilling personal touch to my Erasmus adventure.

In conclusion, my time in Gran Canaria for Erasmus has been truly transformative, 
influencing both my academic and personal aspects. Reflecting on this journey, it's 
apparent that each obstacle and achievement has contributed significantly to a more 
well-rounded and enriching Erasmus experience.
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